RNA tails play integral roles in the regulation of messenger RNA (mRNA) translation and decay. Guanylation of the poly(A) tail was discovered recently, yet the enzymology and function remain obscure. Here we identify TENT4A (PAPD7) and TENT4B (PAPD5) as the enzymes responsible for mRNA guanylation. Purified TENT4 proteins generate a mixed poly(A) tail with intermittent non-adenosine residues, the most common of which is guanosine. A single guanosine residue is sufficient to impede the deadenylase CCR4-NOT complex, which trims the tail and exposes guanosine at the 3′ end. Consistently, depletion of TENT4A and TENT4B leads to a decrease in mRNA half-life and abundance in cells. Thus, TENT4A and TENT4B produce a mixed tail that shields mRNA from rapid deadenylation. Our study unveils the role of mixed tailing and expands the complexity of posttranscriptional gene regulation.
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R
NA tailing (nontemplated nucleotide addition to the 3′ end of RNA) is one of the most frequent RNA modifications (1, 2) . We previously developed a method called TAIL-seq that reveals the 3′ end sequences of the transcriptome (3). TAIL-seq allowed us to investigate the mechanism and function of noncanonical mRNA tailing, such as U tails. Uridylation, particularly oligo-uridylation, occurs selectively on the 3′ ends of deadenylated mRNAs and promotes mRNA decay (4) (5) (6) .
Notably, we discovered guanylation at the 3′ termini of mRNAs in HeLa cells, expanding the complexity of mRNA tails (3). Unlike U tails, guanylated tails were found mainly among long A tails [≥~25 nucleotides (nt)] and were detected in a form of single-nucleotide addition (Fig. 1A) . Guanosine residues were located mainly at the 3′ terminal or penultimate positions (Fig. 1B) . Terminal uridine and cytidine residues were found on long A tails, albeit less frequently. Nonadenosine residues in other species-such as mouse, frog, fish, and fly-suggest a conserved modification mechanism (fig. S1A).
Tailing is catalyzed by a group of templateindependent nucleotidyl transferases (7). Apart from the canonical poly(A) polymerases (PAPs) that cotranscriptionally generate mRNA poly(A) tails, vertebrates have multiple noncanonical PAPs with distinct substrate preferences (fig. S1B). Because some noncanonical PAPs catalyze uridylation instead of adenylation, noncanonical PAPs are also called terminal nucleotidyltransferases (TENTs) (8, 9) . To identify the enzyme(s) responsible for guanylation, we conducted TAIL-seq after combinatorial knockdowns of the TENTs. Global guanylation frequency was reduced in TENT4A/4B-depleted (i.e., cells depleted of TENT4A and TENT4B), as well as in TENT1/4A/4B/6-depleted cells (fig. S1, C to E) (5). Individual knockdown of TENT4A or TENT4B did not affect guanylation ( Fig. 2A) , suggesting that these enzymes may act redundantly. Transcript-level analysis indicated that TENT4A and TENT4B may target a substantial fraction of mRNA species (656 out of 901, 72.8%) (Fig. 2B and table S1). A comparable result was obtained with a different set of small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) (fig. S1, E and F). Overexpression resulted in an increase of guanylation ( Fig. 2C  and fig. S1G ), indicating that both TENT4A and TENT4B may catalyze guanylation. Of note, the previous annotation of TENT4A and TENT4B lacked conserved N-terminal extensions that are critical for their activity ( fig. S2) (10, 11) .
TENT4A (TUT5/PAPD7/hTRF4-1/POLS) and TENT4B (TUT3/PAPD5/hTRF4-2/GLD4) are homologs of yeast Trf4 (12) . Trf4 was previously shown to catalyze guanylation, but the report has been overlooked owing to the predominant adenylation activity of this protein (13) . We found in vitro that TENT4B incorporates adenosine triphosphate (ATP) efficiently but also other nucleotides, with a preference for guanosine triphosphate (GTP) over uridine triphosphate (UTP) and cytidine triphosphate (CTP) (Fig. 2D) . In vitro incorporation assay with TENT4B and nucleoside triphosphate (NTP) mixtures revealed that G residues were incorporated with a frequency of 15.5%, more than that of U (5.7%) and C (5.2%) residues (Fig. 2E) . Consistently, uridylation and cytidylation frequencies decreased in TENT4A/B-depleted cells ( fig. S1, H and I) . Notably, non-adenosines were distributed without any positional preference at the 3′ terminus (Fig. 2E, bottom right) . Similar results were obtained with TENT4A ( Fig. 2E, right) , indicating that TENT4A and TENT4B generate a mixed tail with a preference for guanosine at irregular positions.
This in vitro result is seemingly inconsistent with our observation from TAIL-seq experiments, which showed a clear positional preference at the 3′ end of poly(A) tails (Fig. 1B) . To understand this discrepancy, we investigated whether additional factors are involved in tail remodeling. Deadenylases are 3′-5′ exoribonucleases that favor poly(A) sequences (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . We hypothesized that deadenylase(s) may trim down the mixed tail and stall at non-A residues, thereby exposing non-A at the 3′ terminus. The CCR4-NOT (CNOT) complex is the main cytoplasmic deadenylase complex and has two catalytic subunits: a Caf1 homolog (CAF1a/CNOT7 or CAF1b/ CNOT8) and a Ccr4 homolog (CCR4a/CNOT6 or CCR4b/CNOT6L) (19, 20) . When immunopurified CNOT7 proteins were incubated with synthetic poly(A) RNAs with intermittent Gs (A50G) (Fig. 3A) , a ladderlike pattern was detected at the penultimate position (Fig. 3B , orange arrowheads). The same assay with catalytic mutants showed no ladderlike accumulation ( fig. S3A ). CNOT6L sheared the adenosine sequences but stalled at each G residue, yielding G at the 3′ terminus (Fig. 3C , red arrowheads). Similarly, C and U residues were able to expose the non-adenosine residues ( fig. S3B ). Thus, the CNOT complex trims the mixed tail to generate a poly(A) tail with a terminal or penultimate non-adenosine residue. These results also indicate that even a single non-adenosine residue can counteract deadenylation and stabilize mRNA. Indeed, in vitro deadenylation was substantially delayed in the presence of a single terminal G (Fig. 3D, left,  and fig. S3, C and D) . Likewise, 3′ penultimate or internal G was sufficient to impede deadenylation (Fig. 3D, right, and fig. S3, D and E) . Consistently, the poly(A) tail length of mRNA was reduced in TENT4A/B-depleted cells ( fig.  S4A ). Transcripts with statistically high guanylation were affected more strongly than those with low guanylation (fig. S4B ), supporting our hypothesis that guanylation delays deadenylation.
To further examine whether TENT4A and TENT4B have a positive impact on mRNA stability, we performed RNA sequencing in TENT4A/Bdepleted cells. A modest transcriptome-wide decrease in mRNA levels was observed (Fig. 4A  and fig. S4C and table S2 ). Transcripts with statistically high guanylation were reduced compared with those that have low guanylation (Fig. 4B and  table S3 ). Another siRNA set produced similar results ( fig. S4D ). mRNAs with frequent mixed tailing (including G, U, and C) were also destabilized ( fig. S4E ), consistent with our in vitro deadenylation experiments with non-adenosine residues ( fig. S3B ). Highly guanylated genes were destabilized in TENT4A/B-depleted cells after actinomycin D treatment (Fig. 4C) , indicating that TENT4A/B-mediated mixed tailing may stabilize mRNAs.
Notably, transcripts encoding secreted proteins are frequently guanylated, suggesting an association between mixed tailing and endoplasmic reticulum-mediated translation (table S3) . Conversely, many genes involved in protein synthesis (such as ribosomal proteins and translation factors) are not guanylated frequently, indicating that their mRNAs are immune to TENT4A/Bmediated regulation. Highly guanylated mRNAs have longer 3′ untranslated regions (3′UTRs) ( fig.  S4F ), suggesting that the specificity of TENT4A and TENT4B may reside in the 3′UTR. Our motif search did not reveal a particular motif enriched in the UTR, possibly because multiple elements may contribute in combination. TENT4B was previously reported to adenylate and destabilize miR-21 (21), but neither an increase in miR-21 level nor a significant change in microRNA (miRNA) targets was found in TENT4A/B-depleted cells ( fig. S5 ). TENT4A/B homolog Trf4 is a component of the TRAMP (Trf4/Air1/2/Mtr4) complex (22-26), but guanylation was not reduced in MTR4-depleted cells (fig. S6) . The results suggest that TENT4A and TENT4B regulate mRNA levels in a miRNA-or TRAMP complex-independent manner.
To measure the impact of mixed tailing on mRNA stability, we performed reporter tethering experiments (Fig. 4D, left) . The canonical PAP that selectively incorporates adenosine was used as a negative control for the intrinsic adenylation activity of TENT4A ( fig. S7A ). Protein and mRNA levels were up-regulated when the reporter was tethered to wild-type TENT4A but not to its mutant (Fig. 4D, right, and fig. S7B ). Similar effects 2 of 4 were found with TENT4B-tethered reporters ( fig.  S7, C and D) . Thus, the non-adenosine incorporation of TENT4A and TENT4B may be important for mRNA stabilization, although this experiment does not rule out the possible contribution of adenylation. Of note, the same enzymology and function were observed in human foreskin fibroblast (HFF) cells ( fig. S8 ). Growth defects were found in TENT4A/B-depleted HeLa and HFF cells ( fig. S9 ), hinting at the physiological importance of TENT4/B-dependent mRNA tailing (27) (28) (29) . The mRNA tail is thought to be a pure stretch of As, with little informational content except for its length. In this study, we demonstrate that TENT4A and TENT4B generate specialized tails that protect mRNAs from active deadenylation (Fig. 4E) . The protective effect may be attributed to both adenylation and mixed tailing. We focused on the impact of non-adenosines added by TENT4A and TENT4B and discovered the considerable stalling effect. The wide range of mRNA destabilization in TENT4A/B-depleted cells opens the possibility of multiple mixed tailing events during the mRNA life span. The "not-so-pure" poly(A) tail is constantly remodeled by tailing enzymes and exoribonucleases and acts as an additional layer for posttranscriptional regulation, in effect changing the way we think about mRNA tails. 
